In Memory of and Tribute to Our Loving Pets


Animal Humane Society is grateful for the generous support provided through memorial and tribute gifts. We sincerely appreciate every gift made in honor or memory of a loved one or pet. Due to space limitations, only memorial and tribute gifts of $100 or more made in honor of pets are listed.

If you would like to honor or remember a loved one, visit animalhumanesociety.org/donate or call our Donor Services team at 763-489-2210.
PET MEMORIAL
In Memory Of, Remembered By

Abby  Ann Latia
Abby  Cheryl and Gregory Myhr
Abby  Mary Anderson
Abby  Susie Overholser
Abigail  Lynne Alexander
Alex  Terry Houghtaling
Alice, Teddy, Anny, and Zoe  Deean Thompson and Michael Jones
Amani  Nancy, Cody, Star, Joy, Aspen, and Atlas Heuer
Amber  Amy Lewis and John Kimberly
Amy and Daisy  Peggy and William Trebesch
Angel  Jeanne Gaster
Angel  Alyssa Nitta
Angel  3M Innovation Center Team
Anise  Alison Hilding
Annie  Henry, Colin, and Ethan Simonson
Annie  Sharon Pitkin
Annie and Daisy  Sue and Larry Clausen
Arlys and Smokey  Sharon Boeckman
Arthur  Julie A. Meyer
Aslan  Heather Saucier
Audrey  Barry and Mike
Bailey  Brookie Wendt-O'Brien
Bailey  Jennifer Y. Stine
Bailey  Laura Lynch
Bailey  Mom
Bailey Ann  Warren and Mid Bielke
Bandit  Padmanabhan Iyer
Bandit and Kona  Diane and Rick
Barkley  TNT Interiors
Barron and Thunder  Kathy Ide-Nelson
Basil  Marjie
Basil  Sharon Bonasoni
Baxter  Chad Hallonquist
Bear  Dan and Suzy
Bear  Elise Wiener
Bear  Karen Taylor
Bear  Kristi Danielson
Bear and Bunny  Catherine Bell
Beau  Rosemary Kelly
Beau  Gwen and Mason Myers
Bella  Janis
Belladonna  Rebecca and Robert Binder
Belle  Jeanne Gaster

Ben  Sandra Waldof and Mike Christenson
Bernie, Kelly, Molly, and Ellie  Deborah McNiff
Biggles  Jennifer Frisk
Billy  Gary Glunz
Billy  Melissa Wry
Birdy  Schelly and Bryn Vaaler
Bixby, Quincy, and Spencer  George and Corliss Goswitz
Blazer  Holly and Kurt Struss
Blizzard  Leslie, Noel, and Tati
Blossom  Amanda Niskode-Dossett
Blue  Joan and Donald Gish
Bo, Barron, and Hershey  Charlene and Stephen Barron
PET MEMORIAL
In Memory Of, Remembered By

Bob, Janet and John Remington
Bob, Kathleen Curley
Boder, Poppy, Willie, and Maize, John Challas
Bogey, Jenelle Rank
Bonnie, Rochelle Gunn
Boomer, Lorri Borgelt and Tradition
Boots, Cocoa, Rascal, Buck, and Flash, Joan and Terry Osell
Bosco Bower, Jane and Cricket
Buddy, Penni, and Grace, Dolores Ellis
Buffy, Maple Grove Women of Today
Buffy, Walter and Marianne Lyszak
BubKailyGoobs, Gretchen Arf
Bunny, Winston, and Buster, Debbie Johnson
Burger, Sandra A. Krolath
Busta, Dustin Dorris
Buster, Daniel Sampson
Buster, Sheryl Smith
Butterscotch, Tigger, Roo, and Clyde, Stephanie L. Hoekstra
Cairo, Amy Patella
Cal, Mark Hagen
Cal, Sheila and Mark
Cali, Schemendra and Ngoc Linh Pham Latchman
Callie, Deanna and Richard Johnson
Callie and Lucy, Sandra Robin
Candy, Camilla Emmans
Canto, Dean Jorgensen
Carly, Paul Brady
Casey, Joan Flaaten
Casey and Peaches, Richard and Lois Demers
Casper, Lenna
Cassandra, Virginia Pansch
Chaps, Spike, and Noble, John Smith and Gail Ward
Charity, Marit Francis
Charlie, Annie Marie Aita
Charlie, Rebecca Hinz
Charlie, Tracy Undestad
Charlie and Henry, Yardly Art
Charlie and Maggie, Carol and Terry Leach
Charlie Buppers, Jack, Nicole, Alice, and Ham
Charlotte, Erin Scott
Cheeba and Cenya, Philip Renison
PET MEMORIAL
In Memory Of, Remembered By

Cheech  Julie
Chester  Dr. Jo-Ida Hansen
Chester  Lisa and Paul Meunier
Chewy  Dani Dircks
Chico Chan  Mik Meyer
Chili  Angela Way
Chloe  Marilyn Anderson
Chloe and Libby  Kathleen Arendt
Chutney and Onyx  Jodie and Steven Skolnick
Cinnamon  Jane and Edward Phillips
Cinnamon and Ginger  Calvin and Hobbies
Cleo and Socks  Patrice Schmidt
Cloe  Kelly Thomton
Cloey  Julie
Cloie  Holly, Allison, Emily, and Rob
Cloud  Barbara and Eugene Case
Coco  Laysha Ward
Coconut  Martina Johntz and David Schimerowski
Cody  Jan and Thomas Solei
Cody  Shannon Montoya
Cody  Steve and Karen Kittay
Cody  Amani, Star, Joy, Aspen, and Atlas Heuer
Cody, Bailey, and Willow
  Diana Schansberg and Steve Bucholz
Comanche  Margaret Niebling and Betty Brooking
Copper  Mike Connly
Corky and Dewey  Deborah Chattin
Cosmo  Lisa Birchen
Cosmo  Steven and Maria Duane
Cottenball  Alison Dube
Croucher Mingus  James Thielman
Cubby  Dennis Drentlaw
Cuddles and Harley  Gary Glunz
Cuffy and Pagey  Glenn Highland, Chessie, and Rocket
Curley Bear and Mardi  Jane Trainor
Curly  Jolene and William Servatius
Curry and Cassie  Sally Phillips Helling
Daiquiri  Terry and Jennifer McCalin
Daisy  Cheryl Laurent and John Sokalski
Daisy  Cyndi and Dennis Lesher
Daisy and Annie  Larry and Sue Clausen
Daisy and Ginger  Barbara Brauer
Daisy Mae  Martinson Family
Dakota  Jeannie and Eric Sonstegard
Dave  Ellen Kearney
Dean  Gigi Rudd
Debu  Barbara Ellinger
Deli and Suzi  Laura and Andrew
Deogee  Deborah Williams
Deuce  Sally Ecklund and Jeffrey Johnson
Dexer  Lora Chell
Diamond  Janet Sullivan
Diesel  Marilee Crawford
Dieter and Jurgen  Barbara A. Johnson
Dion  Joanna Colgan
Dixie  Dale Richardson
Dixie  Michelle and Eric Witte
DJ  Deb Pearson
PET MEMORIAL
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Dobby  Melissa Quinn
Doll  Christopher Johnston
Dolly  Monica Bringle
Doppy  Sylvia Przybilla
Drake  Barbara Janson
Duchess  Rhys Conlon
Duke  Vaughan and Lisa Schaub
Duncan  Jane Mausser

Dusty  Jill and Robert Dusterhoft
Eddy  Joan Reamer
Edgrrr Francis  Angela Skrowaczewski
Ella  Gretta Hanson
Ella  Kay Hunt
Ella  Shirley Graham
Ellie  Paula and Thomas Quinn
Ellie and Chow  Bobbie Neuharth
Elmo  Kira and Tim
Elsie  Rebecca and Michael Olson
Elvis  Beverly Stirtz
Elwood  Jennifer and Scott Tudor
Emily Isabella Moonbeam Butterfly
 and Ghizziffurr Wilhemina  Geraldine Tan
Emma  Peggy Niebling and Betty Brooking
Emme  Marci Knaak

Emo and Bailey  Kevin Ringdahl
Enzo  Becky Owen
Ernie  Stephanie Calvert
Ernie, Bert, Spoon, and Owen
 Rose and William Arends
Everett and Snoepje  Nicole Phillips
Fence Daisy Sleepy  Lynn Balfour
Fifi  Barbara Caldwell
Finn and Jake  Evelyn Brainard
Finn and Jake  Jennifer Fulton
Flaco, Lotte, and Darwin  Estella Eckart
Flapjack  Kevin Keene
Fletcher  Martha Carland
Flicka  Laura Kranz
Fozzy  Bonnie Ritter
Francesca Isabella  Dawn and Lee Peuschold
Francis  Wendy McGovern
Frank Frick  Robyn Fener
Frankie  Jennifer and Mark Lammers
Frankie and Scooter
 Dorene Eklund and Jan Walter Skovran
Fred  PJ and Steve Harris
Freud  Beth Luther-OLave
Friday  Elizabeth Engelmann
Friend, Girl, Heidi, and Skippy  David James
Friskie  Howard Goldfine
Fritz  Gwen and Mason Myers
Furball  Kim Myers
Gabby  John and Terry Bertelsen
Gatsby  Corinne Bade
Gatsby, Daisy, and Midnight  Kimberly Koehler
Gertie  Karen Kelly
Gina  Sharon Kleckner
Ginger  David Clay
PET MEMORIAL
In Memory Of, Remembered By

Ginger and Snap  James Joers
Ginny       Melissa Albers
Giselle      Mary Welfling
Gizmo        Barbara and Donald McDonald
Gizzy        Michael Miller
Godot        John Sweet and Erik Brendtro
Golden Girl  Lynne Alexander
Goldie       Sandra and Charles Van Tassel
Goliath      Tanya
Grace        Diane and Rick Gavin
Grace        Kathleen Peleski
Gracie       Barbara Thomas
Gracie       Sabine Brandt
Gretchen      Margaret Wolf
Gretta       Deb and Mike
Guido        Laura Myslis
Gunnar       Valerie and Donald Sjoblom
Gus          Chris and Dawn Marie
Gypsy        Eric and Jennifer Stine
Hanna and Rizzo L. Edward Egly
Hannah       Christina
Hannah Banana Trudy Lord
Hansi        Mr. James Carlson and Ms. Donna Carlson
Harley       Shanna Haugland
Hattie       Schelly and Bryn Vaaler
Hawk and Bear Deanna and Peter Flodquist
Heidi Elizabeth Ann Barbara Stettner
Heidi, Duke, Kato, Kecia, Bode, and Annie Larry and Janice Johnson
Henry        Marilyn Grossman
Henry        Rebecca Iwen
Henry        Melissa Wry
Herbie       Sue Schlafmann
Honey        Mary Ann Rippberger

Hoover       Jennifer and Chuck Geist
Howard, Pickle, and Jack Lisa Morris
Hudson       Lori and Brian Milbrandt
Inde         Jennifer Kaatz
Iris         Jerome T. Storck
Isaac        Howard Wittels and Beth Ryan
Ivory and Pearl Pat Day
Ivy          Denise Busser
Izzie        Kimberly and Anthony Baxter
Jack         Jill and Ray Ostby
Jack         Guy and Bonnie Borglund
Jack and Juju Dale and Judith Lindstrom
Jake         Rick Frisch
Jakey        Brian and Melody Ragenoski
Java         Karen and David Williams

Jazzmine     Steve and Joanne Garbe
Jedidiah     Lisa Gordenier
Jezzie and Cosmo Steve and Michelle
Jimmy Dean    Elizabeth and Marc Geiger
Joey         Ann Tomshine
Jordi and Kobi Parker Pederson
Josie        Janis Lohmann
Joy          Amani, Cody, Star, Aspen, and Atlas Heuer
Junior       David and Linda Engblom
Kali         Jennifer and Jim Krolik
# PET MEMORIAL

In Memory Of, Remembered By

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Remembered By</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kalley</td>
<td>Shannon McDonough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen, Amy, and Molly</td>
<td>Emilian Racila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karin</td>
<td>Veritas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie</td>
<td>Anna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie</td>
<td>James and Susan Cullen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie</td>
<td>Teri Bentson and Robin Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KoKo</td>
<td>The Biasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koneko</td>
<td>Robert C. Olson, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyra</td>
<td>Cindy Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyra</td>
<td>Neil Winston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacey</td>
<td>Robert Storlie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacy</td>
<td>Gregory Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady and Brandy</td>
<td>Julie and Mark Jensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry</td>
<td>Jamie Stenzel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry</td>
<td>Sue and Jim Schoessler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layla</td>
<td>Margi Kronquist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenni, Holly, and Tono</td>
<td>Catherine Burbank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>Michelle Mielke and Paul Hostetler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexi</td>
<td>Debra and Richard Linderholm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexi</td>
<td>Kristin Gruber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexi</td>
<td>Mary Nash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexie</td>
<td>Leeann Leitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexie, Willie, and Polly</td>
<td>Tom and Lisa Howard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libby</td>
<td>Scott Anderson and Lisa Bailey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libby</td>
<td>Stephanie and Joe Brewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liko</td>
<td>Mark Kjolhaug Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilly</td>
<td>Kathleen Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily</td>
<td>Barbara and Douglas Lowin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily</td>
<td>Walter and Karilyn Jaap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily</td>
<td>Catherine Dukelow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincan</td>
<td>Julie Mooney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Boy Mages</td>
<td>Suzanne Walczak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Satie Lady</td>
<td>Janine Terry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lola</td>
<td>Bev and Don Bajus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lottie</td>
<td>PJ Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louie</td>
<td>Francine, Dan, Woody, and Robby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louie</td>
<td>Denise Kroner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucky</td>
<td>Apple Automatic Food Service and Mark Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucky</td>
<td>Laura Wade</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PET MEMORIAL
In Memory Of, Remembered By

Lucky  Brooke and Brian Klausen
Lucky and Sasha  Donald and Anita Pouchnik
Lucy  Kathy Mitchell-Forness
Lucy  Marilyn Johnson
Lucy  Michael Zalk
Lucy  Ronald and Mary Lamberton
Lucy, Elvis, Mazie, Lilly, and Taylor  Tail-Waggin’ Walks, LLC
Lucy, Max, Kirby, and Deedee  Gail Wescott
Luke  Lori and Brian
Lulu  Ana Niedermaier
Lumpy, Red, and Spook  Dave and Kathy
Luna  Betty Jensen
Luna  Jules
Luna  Julie Yokopenic
Mac  Patricia Lessard
Macey  The Outdoor GreatRoom Co.
Maddie  Jennifer Buege
Maddie and Emma  Jane and Christopher Jenkins
Maddy  Kate and David Axtell
Madeleine  Carol Steffensmeier
Maggie  Gail and Jeff Moody
Maggie  Mom
Maggie  VBS Team
Maggie, Barney, and Bucko  Monica Soderholm
Maisey  Bob and Dawn Peterson
Malcolm  Ken Hudson
Mandy  Aileen and Kern Hough
Mandy  John and Barbara Reynolds
Mandy  Moby, PJ, and Steve
Mandy  Beverly and Jack Miles
Mango, Baxter, Daisy, and Russell  Anne, Stan, and Libbey Glad
Marcel  Carol Korogi-Reeves

Marvin  Marcia Dittemore and Michael Welch
Mason  Linda Gust
Maui  John Ertz
Max  Andrew Luce
Max  Ann Kirkeeide
Max  Betty Brooking and Peggy Neibling
Max  Brent and Jill Goodermont
Max  Dona and Jack Lofland
Max  Mary Austin
Max and Natasha  Jean and James Way
Max, Beau, and Dante  Janet and Ross Kimmerle
Maxx  Nieman Roofing Company
Meeko  Marilyn and Robert Dodd
Mel  Jason Micke

Menard and Katie  Patricia and Thomas Morrow
Mertsew  LFJ Foundation
Mia  Judy and Richard Borgen
Mickey  Mara Lieppman
Mickey  Patricia Lieppman
Miles  Kristine Johnson
Mindu  Hayley Tang
Minnie  Janie Alderson
Mischa  Michael Hallingstad
Mischief  Judith and Richard Corson
PET MEMORIAL
In Memory Of, Remembered By

Mishoe  Smoak Vitek
Miska  Amy Jacobson
Miss Kitty  Patricia and Tom Storey
Miss Lucy  Linda and Milo
Missy May  Ursula Nelson
Misty and Hope  Marilyn Pearce
Moby  PJ and Steve

Moe  Carol Oversee Johnson
Mollie  Cynthia Lindeman
Molly  Amy and Paul Chouinard
Molly  Louise E. Bierl
Molly  Nancy Jacobs and Mark Sandercott
Molly and Windsor  Dianne and Dale Bailey
Molly and Windsor  Kenneth and Dianne Bailey
Molly, Kinsey, Guido, Molly, Duke, Gizmo, and Waldo  Mary Ottoson
Moose  Amy Baumgarten
Moose  Danielle Mattessich
Mr. T  Roger Newton
Muffin  Vicki and Thomas Fields
Muggs  Nancy Williams
Murphy  Nora O’Neil
Myrt  Cindy and Robert Klatt
Nabu  Leslie Ellis
Natasha  Chmiel Family

Nefee Burrito  Michael Tran
Nellie  Benjamin Youngstrom
Nellie  Mary and Mark Youngstrom
Nermal  Linda and Jon Edstrom
Nikki and Toby  Eric and Colleen Zilley
Norman  Merrilee Riley
Olaf, Oreo, and Tyler Cat  Melodie Thostenson
Oliver  Susan Soldin
Oliver  William Halvorson
Oregano  Sharon Bonasoni
Oreo and Sandi  Travis Albrecht
Oscar  Carol C. Greenwald
Otis  Reade Bailey
Otis  Celia Michael
Oncie  Mary Guggemos
Ozzie  Ms. Rosalind A. Kattke and Mr. Warren J. Kattke
Ozzie  Sandy and Joe Ahiers
Ozzy  Katrina Hogg Langosch
Pandora  Sharon Gayle
Patch  Curt Tokach
Patches  Jessica Kurth
Patches, Snuffy, Lady, and Angel  Frank and Joan Gilbertson
Peaches  Marilyn Johnson
Peanut  Jeanne Gaster
Pebbles  Liz and Tom Hanly
Peekaboo and Brittany  Ms. Teresa M. Anderson
Penny and Zorro  Steve Swanson
Pepper  Jane E. Stoufer
Pepper  Judith and Donald Hansen
Petey  Ms. Allison A. Kusilek
Pico  Tracy and Mark Undestad
Pierce, Mayda, and Ellie  Darcee Copus-Sabart and Douglas Sabart
PET MEMORIAL
In Memory Of, Remembered By

Pirate  Sue Klein
Pistol, Maggie, and Otis  Terry and Bruce Hutchins
Pogo, Chloe, Daisy Mae, and Mr. Jiggs  Rochelle Tudor
Poncho  Laura Wade
Poncho and Chewey  Heather Thornwood
Pooh and Tigger  Keith Dahling and Linda Lasere
Popcorn  Xiaolin Cai
Poppy Seed and Zuba  Mary Husfloen
Porter  Brigid Daly
Porter  Maureen Haggerty
Pretty Kitty  Joanna Peddicord
Prince  Jonneth Schwartz
Prince  Tress Ahles
Princess  Kevin Hollar
Princess  Penella Thomas-Jensen

Rascal  Clark Miller and Sabra Waldfogel
Reilly  Isaac Adrian
Reilly  The Ann and Roger Charitable Foundation
Remington  The Rossbachs
Reno  Elikem Carey
Riley  Joan
Riley  Sharon Carroll
Rio  Lorrie and Dan
Ripley  Donette Ambrosy
Rocket  Margaret MacRae
Rockwell  Sandra and Mark Steffen
Rocky and Charlie  Kim Klein
Rocky and Lydia  Melissa Langmade
Rokko  Michael Jorgenson
Romeo  Papa and Momma
Rory and Chelsea  Scott Nash
Rosco  Brandi Breuer
Rosco  Joy Arens
Rosco  Samantha Sowers
Roscoe  Joann Christensen
Roscoe  Jason Daumeyer
Rosie  Diane Choukalas
Rosie  Nancy and Bill Simon
Rowdy and Sparky  Josephine Dolan
Rowdy and Sparky  Kurt Hayek
Ruby  Janice and John Donofrio
Ruby  Lori Herman
Ruby  Paul
Ruby  Peter Capell
Ruby and Libby  Seema Maddali
Russell  Stephanie and Bob Butson
Rusty  Jeanne Gehrman
Rusty  Ursula Nelson
Rusty Pup  Robert and Judy Prentiss

Princess Cassie  Glenis Zempel
Princess Jasper  Jennifer Palm
Pronto  Maureen McDonough and Roger Kapsner
Prozac and Zoloft  Andrew Bezella
Pumpkin  Greg Dewitt
Raj and Prince Rupert  Carol Jenson and Thomas Telzrow
Randy  Edna B. Ellingson
Ranger  Kardio Kate
In Memory Of, Remembered By

Sadie  Albert and Susan Madison
Sadie  Barbara and Thomas Daenzer
Sadie  Gail and Kenneth Brors
Sadie  Tracy Undestad
Sadie Claire  Cynthia Berry
Sally  David and Elizabeth Stofferahn
Sally and Sydney  Susan and Edward Loye
Sam  Mike Itzin
Samantha  Susan LaCrosse
Sammy  Peggy Gerszewski
Sammy and Taylor  Joseph A. Nowotny
Sammy I and II  John, Virginia, and Judith Bonneville
Sampson  Heidi Spagnola
Santucci  Ellen Kniebel
Sara and Lily  Terry Thibeault
Sasha  Schelly and Bryn Vaaler
Savannah  Gail Engstrom
Schmegal  Joni Wall
Schnitzle, Sammy, and Lucy  Anita Neumann
Schnooopy  Gloria and Glenn Gaster
Scooter  Amy and Ben Meints
Scout  Betsy, Joe, Zoe, and Jack
Scout  Christie Brandt
Scout  Rex and Barbara Clevenger
Seamus  Brian Corbett
Seasea  Diane
Seneca  Meredith P. Petouvis
Shami  Cheri V. Ashfeld
Sheeba  Stephanie Shopa
Shelby  Julie Wills
Shelby  Tina and Richard Raisanen
Shrek  Kolb Family
Sidney  Jerry and Sandy Doran Charitable Fund
Simon  Denise Rebers

Simon  Linda Molitor
Simon  Sharon E. Dinges
Simon and Millie  Laura Gilbert
Simon Peter Grey Tail  Erin and Stephen Berg
Simon, Sam, and Von  Todd and Renee Larson
Simone  Kristin Schaeffer
Smokey  David and Jennifer

Sneezer, Brandee, Leutia, and Bristol  Barbara DeRonde and William Dahlen
Snickers  Nancy and Scott Bartsch
Snickers  Yvonne Nelson
Soda  Betty Brooking and Peggy Neibling
Soda  Joan and Dick Brust
Sooty Haas  Mary Theisen
Sophi  Pat Rupp and Catharine Cuddeback
Sophia  Amy Angel
Sophie  Bret Gageby
Sophie  Chris and Bill Marinelli
Sophie  Jill Ross
Sophie  Roger Williams
Soup  Karen Hinkemeyer
Speedy  Roseanne and George Strand
Spenser  Mike and Esther
Spice and Goldie  Mark Honerbrink
PET MEMORIAL
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Spicer  Barbara-Jo Witzke
Spotty  T and D Turcotte
Spud and Pebbles  Danette Andrist
Stanley  Peter Lee
Star  Nancy, Amani, Cody, Joy, Aspen, and Atlas Heuer
Stella  Megan
Steph  Lynsy Van Drasek
Steve  Katie French
Sugar  Barbara Erdahl
Sugar  Becky Bell
Sugar  Emily Erdahl
Sugar  Loretta and Edwin Bodey
Sundance  David and Sheila Senechal
Sunnie  Sarah Muellenberg
Sunshine  George and Nancy Bemis
Taco and Salsa  Patricia Gavin
Taffy  Judith Brusseau
Tallahassee  Stacy McDonald
Tally  Clare Fossum
Tam  Mary Nolte
Tammy and Beauford  Tracy Johnson
Tanner  Denise Oehrlein
Tasha  Mary Klock
Tasha  Polly and John Jutsum
TC  The Ihrke Family Charitable Trust
Teagan  Darla Nieson
Teddy  Paula Sanford
Teresa  Linda and James Chlan
Tesla, Tahlula, and Maggie  Debra Mursch
The Majestic Pooh  The Schneiders
Thelma  Ms. Jan
Thunder  Marie Gronlund
Tia Marie  Kristine Donatelle
Tig  Michael Hite
Tiger  Katherine Kupka
Tiger  Moya Hanson
Tihon  Slava and Natasha Prash
Timber  Misha Smith
Tina and Chewbacca  Linda Nesheim
Tippy and Dusty  Sara Wagman
Tippy, Casey, Briar, Rebel, Sunny, and Gypsy  Susan and Kevin Roddy
Tita  Janna Swenson
Toby  Nils and Jan Anderson
Toby  Tom Foster
Toby Gary  Bev and Jack
Tom  Leroy
Topsy  Marilyn Salay
Tori  Ms. Roberta Blackwood
Totie, Barney, and Natasha  Michael and Pamela Chmiel
Trouble Nenn  Stephanie Ward

Truffles  Lucy Ainsworth
Tubbi, Muffin, Schnitzel, Scooter, Mocha, Linus, Chopper, Patrick, Chili, Paco, and Puff  Dana Kolb
Tubby  Mommy
Tucker  Alexander Wilson
PET MEMORIAL
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Tucker  Dan Beeman
Tucker  Gertrude Coulter
Tucker  John Schmahl
Tucker  Karen and Michael Larson
Tucker  The Burns Family
Tuffy  Mark Savage
Tuna  Adam and Chelsey

Woody  Ms. Deborah Rebischke
Wyatt  Mr. Jim Walsh
Yoda  Sarah Bos
Zebbie  Sue Ellen Peterson
Zeke  Constance Hall
Zeke  Richard Jenson
Zeus, Fenway, and Maci  Pam Nordaune
Zip  Anne Bowman
Zippy  Mary Winchester
Zoe  Betty Brooking and Peggy Neibling
Zoe  Lorna Anderson
Zoe  Ms. Rene Helfenstein
Zoe, Maxie, and Sweetie  Deborah Denz
Zoey  Paula Quinn
Zoey  Todd Reubold
Zooker  Kathy and Charles LeFevere
Zora  Susan Denk
Zorba and Eddy Eddy  Dr. Jo-Ida C. Hansen
Zsa Zsa  Barbara Devahl
Zsa Zsa  Joy Wallace
Zsa Zsa  Sara Denison

Turbo  Emma Nickolson
Tyler and Bailey  Lynda
Tylercat  Melodie Thostenson
Tzeitel  Valerie Commers
Vinnie  Edward Koss
Vinnie  Melissa
Wally  Scooter and Laura
Whiskers  Lynn and Gerald Lemke
Willow  Suzanne Ewanika
Winnie  Mrs. Juli Bratvold and
      Mr. Wayne Larson Bratvold
Winston  Elaine and Gary Jarrett
Winston  Lynn Lundberg
Winston  Heidi and Olinda
Winston and Wylie  Kevin Paaske
Winston, Duke, and Chico  Joyce and Lee Knapper
Wolly and Gracie  Mom and Dad
PET TRIBUTE
In Honor Of, Recognized By

Adelaide  Laura Lucid
Agnes  Lisa and Andy
Alex and Bailey  Kimberly Rixen
Alice  Nancy Woelffer
Allie  Amy and Steve Dauplaise
Allie  Ms. Diane Kilmer
Allie and Berit  Pat Eckblad
Andy and Heidi  Mary and Robert Stacke
Anna  Diane Hasz
Ashley  Torri, Chelsie, Dozer, Suzie, and Cotti
Ashton and Fry  Jennifer Palm
Aspen  Nancy Heuer
Atlas  Aspen, Cody, Amani, Star, Joy, and Nancy Heuer
Bagheera and Lucy  Mackenzie Giese
Bailey  Patsa Sullivan
Baxter and Emily  Christine and Ronald Hall
Bear  Graham and Connor Johnson
Bella Blue  Marilyn and Tom Miller
Biscuit  Cynthia Leaf
Blazer  Holly Struss
Blitzen, Charlotte Anne Tina, Corky, Felix, Sammy, Romeo, and Ollie  William Halvorson
Bobo  George and Pamela Wells
Bogart and Zydeco  Rocket
Bogie  Patricia and Blake Kettles
Boo Boo  Joyce Mazzitello
Bosley  Isaac Adrian
Breezy  Karen Milton
Briggs  Monica and Mark Anderson
Brody  Cassandra and Robert Holler
Bubba  Kent Saunders
Buddy  Donna Luoma
Buttercup  Lisa and Paul Meunier
Cali and Kona  Caroline and James Guthrie
Cali and Myka  Kari Krause
Callie  Jacqueline Lewis
Carlos and Belky  Gail Stein
Cash, Kylie, and Chip  Kelly Schloer
Cedar  Scott and Kerry Ringhand
Cessi Lu  Rebecca Forman
Champ  Hallmark Construction, Inc.
Chance, Ben, and Scout  Barbara Wakefield
Charlie and Chelsey  Renee Combs
Chessie  Helen Fong
China, Clint, and Cisco  Christina and Daniel Delianedis
Chinnok  Gail Sobota
Christie and Alice  Thomas Olsen
Chuck and Max  Andrea Mardock
Cleo  Jerrilyn Jones and Curtis Scheible
Cleo  Marian and Ayers Bagley
Coco  Dan Guertin
Coco  Deb Schrader
Coco  Vantage Financial, LLC
Cody, Gus, and Lily  Roxann Goertz
Cody, Toby, Sammy, and Lincoln  Barry, Kristi, and Kasey
Cognac  Eva Jeppson
Cooper  Debra and David Walter
Corky  Christine and Thomas Poe
PET TRIBUTE
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Cosmo  Kim Johnson
Cubby, Smokey, Corky, and Pooka  Carole Nass
Cuthbert and Isabelle  Charlotte Hanley-Jacobson and Paul Jacobson
Daisy  Cathy Hart
Dazey  Joe Burke
Domino, Hershey, and Muffin  Aaron
Dottie  Thomas Malone
Duke  Leon and Susan Vogt
Duncan  Rhonda Von Huycke
Duncan Charles  Milo Peterson and Mary Jenson
Eddie  Jane Heino
Eli  Grandparents Greenberg
Ella  Aaron Rosekind
Emma and Mica  Barbara Albrecht
Emma and Sam  Nicole and Michael Manthey
Emmitt  Mark and Lisa Hanson
Falcor  Lori Huot
Fanta and Ginger  Jennifer Kersten
Flapper  Gary Feldman
Fluffy and Cocoa  Kirsti Groess

Gaia Mac and Hershey  Tyler Flynn
Gertie  Isabella Brama
Gillie and Lucy  Mark Waldorf
Gnat  Ms. Jo A. Featherstone
Grimm  Ellen Plum
Gustino  Jensina Rasmussen
Hank, Izzy, Olive, and Buffy  Marian Nelson
Harley  Brooke Brown
Henry and Cody  Maria and Keven Bjerken
Hobbes  Margaret Kersteter
Holly  Debbie Evans and Kenneth Taguchi
Hummer  Kong Tiawat
Hurley  Jill Ostby
Ike  Barbara Brandt
Ike  Corinne Becker
Indiana  Linda Nelson
Ivy  Jeffrey Wolford and Rachelle Busser
Izzy  Karen Hinkemeyer
Jack  Catherine Burbank
Jack  Gina Sauer
Jack, Zeke, Charlie, Isis, and Nora  Randall Neprash and Sara-Ellen Barsel
Jetta and Ziggy  Steffanie Sanders and Timothy Roets
Jill  Thomas Affeldt
Junie  Amy Lee
Kaiser  Dean Jorgensen
Kaylene  Comcast Foundation
Kiki  Ardyce and Kerman Benson
Kimberly  David Fox
Kinney  Mom and Dad
Kira  Dan Osmera
Kitty  Dorothy Baker
Kitty Cat  Jon Vukelich
Kitty Melvin  Stan Kolden and Glyn Northington
PET TRIBUTE
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Kliban and Tonto  Pamela Schreiner
Lacey Bleu and Keno de la Plata  Deborah Pile
Libby  Amy M. Salmela
Lily Belle  Janet Strugala
Louie  John Cogan
Louie and Eddie  Ann and David Donahue Bell
Lucky and Sammy  Maria Torres
Lucky Lynx and Mr. Puff  Brian and Jaime Seebacher
Lucy  Jean and John Mandeville
Luke  Carmen Swanson
Luna  Codey Livingood
Luna  Gina Sauer
Luna  Jennifer Noennig
Lundin  Tim and Laura Arens
Mackenzie and Madeline  Laura Grayson
Maggie and Kimber  Sean and Suela Sullivan
Maggy  Jim and Phyllis Olson
Malvin and Tiggy-Winkle  Nancy Evert
Marly, Whiting, and Token  Diane and Larry Partlow
Martin  Anna Hofstad
Matty and Buddy  Joni Meilahn
Maverick and Sniper  Erin Martin
Max  Sara
Max and Brooklyn  Andrew Woolley
Max, Othello, and Kodi  Anjila and Christopher Olsen
Maya  Jennifer Higgins
Mazie  Jane and Chris Jenkins
Metro  Emily Hilleque
Midnight and Moon  Ron and Susan Schreiner
Mikki and Kirby  Valerie Commers
Miss Kitty  The McGuires
Mister Big  Frank Voigt
Mitty  Jessica Swanner
Mitzi  Dawn and Lee Peuschold

Molle  Deborah and Wayne Zwickey
Molly  David and Elizabeth Stofferahn
Molly  David Howells
Molly  Gina Sauer
Molly  James Carlson
Molly  Janet and Gerald Knox

Molly  Richard and Patricia Setter
Molly Rose  Rosemarie McGiffin
Monkey  Andrew Muller
Monty  Hoyt Hsiao
Moppet, Mandy, and Micah  Dan and Su Gillett
Morgan  Scott Spencer
Moses and Neiko  Audrey and Kenneth Johnson
Mrs. Pretty  Suzanne Birnbaum
Niki, Scruffy, and Phurba  Jenna Buckner
Nobody’s Fool  Ursula Nelson
Olive  Ann Christensen
Olive  Sarah Chairpairini
Olivia  Katie and Travis
Oreo  Vera Dreizen
Ozzy  Benjamin W. Hall
Paige, Izzy, Ella, Molly, and Jake  Ms. Cynthia Adelson
Panda, Muffin, Tuffet, and Cuddles  Donald N. Buck
Patches and Tugger  Dory Croskey
Peanut  Shelley McDonough
PET TRIBUTE
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Penny and Scooter  Parice
Petunia  Mary Welfling
Pi  Eileen Fisher
Picasso  Betty and Mark Laughlin
Pooh  Denise Woods
Prissy, Guido, and Nessa  Denise and Steven Klopp

Priya  Darren and Monica Eckberg
Puma, Avery, and Timber  Marcus and Katie Forsythe
Reilly  Lindsay Klein
Riley  Camryn Jerdee
Riley and Buddy  Michael Larson
Riley and Jake  Mr. Glenn Johnson
Romeo Rocky  Paula Ellwein
Rosie  Barbara
Roxie  Marilyn Herrera
Ruby  Benjamin and Eva Rasmussen
Ruby  Rod Kuhlman
Ruby  Ross and Patricia Saville
Rudi  Barry and Kathleen Langton
Rudi and Loki  James and Mary Jo Jensen
Ruger and Iver  Odyssey Photography
Sabrina  Nancy and Fouad Azzam
Sadie  Carol Buesgens
Sadie and Coalie  Bonnie Waller
Sam and Maddie  Joyce Selix

Sam and Nissa  Laurie Carlson
Sam I Am  Christy Turnbull and Elaine Plum
Samson  Adam and Jennifer
Sasha and Minnie  Tom Torborg
Schatzie  John Stechmann
Scout  Meredith Low
Shadow  Valerie and Alan Rivers
Smokey  Lawrence and Beverly Graf
Smokey  The Verbeten Family
Smokey, Patches, Snuggles, and Simba  Jacqueline Broin
Snickers  Joel and Ann Spry
Snickers, Yeti, and Daisy  Laura L. Strub
Solo  Sara Wagman
Sophie  Linda Garrett
Sophie and Jasper  Nancy Sande
Sophie Lu  James Vesall
Spanky and Felix  Linsie Sommer
Sparky and Tino  Mareve Kayfes
Sport, Ike, George, and Gracie  Kristi Brownson
Sport, Ike, George, and Gracie  Robert Brownson
Sprite  Emily Pfeiffer
Squirt  Mari
Stripes  Rachel Anderson
Summit and Zooey  Katherine Whelchel
Sylvester and Milo  Patricia and Norman Wells
Tango and Turtle  Simone French
Tara and Princess  William and Terry Egan
Teddi, Gina, and Honeybun  Diane and Hugh Ritchey
Thor and Laney  Eric Tadt
Tia  Mary Srb
Tig Newton  Eric Taubenberger
Tiga  Margaret Roe
Tigger  Debi and Dennis Meissner
PET TRIBUTE
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Tigre and Trixi  Dawn Nelson-Helle and Stephen Helle
Tinker  Alexander Ipsen
Tinkerbell  Lucy and Frederic Starr
Toby Bird  Benjamin Grad
Tommy and Rex  Carole Weatherby
Tramp and Lady  Joyce and Robin Anderson
Trixie  Carol Benolkin
Tybalt  Douglas and Jane Olson
Valerie and Joseph  Ann and Ansis Viksnins
Venn  Judith A. Christensen
Vinny  Mom
Wally  Richard and Helen Siegel
Wendall  The Gray Family
White Whillow Indigo Dream  Tod and Cheri Swenson
Willa  Sam Benshoof
Willow  Kristin and Aaron Johnsen
Yoda  Melissa Wry
Yonkers, Tia, and Shadow  Lisa Rothschild